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Independent status harder to claim
Approximately one fourth of
Winona State students may find it
tougher to get grant and
scholarship money under the new
rules defining independent status
for financial aid.
The plan was approved last
Thursday by the Higher Education
Coordinating Board. Further

decisions will be made at public
hearings over the next few months
when the proposed plan will be
reviewed.
The new system, according to
Robert Lietzau, WSU financial aids
director, will affect state
universities more than other
schools. It will make it more
difficult for a student to claim
independence from their parents.

Reinstated faculty
were hopeful
by Jim Riccioli
Four of the five reinstated
faculty members of Winona State
said they were hopeful, but not
confident, that President Thomas
Stark would rescind their
retrenchment status when he took
office in July.
But after over 1'/2 years of
employment limbo at WSU, they
have been hired back, thanks to
Stark's decisions which drew an
end to the retrenchment
controversy.
Stark's decision in July enabled
the re-employment of Norman
Baron, assistant professor of
geography; Roger Carlson,
professor of geography; Wayne
Dunbar, associate professor of
chemistry; Tom Hirsch, assistant
professor of photography; and
Eugene Ridings, assistant
professor of history.
However, only Ridings and
Dunbar have been restored to their
original tenure track, while the
others remain on fixed-term oneyear contracts and may not be
signed back for another year if
certain conditoins are not met
within this year.
"My expectations are that they
will be re-employed," Stark said.
"The goal is to help them work to
retrain themselves to be in the
central part of WSU. If they
succeed in retraning, they will
regain their tenure. I'd be awfully
surprised if they don't succeed."
For the time being, Carlson and
Hirsch are employed at WSU, but
they must concentrate on other
areas that will help them retrain
and regain permanent employment
status.
While Carlson is again teaching
in the Geography department, he
has been granted one-third release
time for work in curriculum
development, a chore he says will
"hopefully" assist him in his efforts
to regain tenure.
"There
are
things
that
geography can offer to other
majors and minors at WSU,"
Carlson said.
Carlson said that Stark hired
back both Baron and himself to
"help increase the visibility of
geography at WSU and attract
more majors."
Currently, only Carlson is
working on the various curriculum

possibilities as Baron remains on
sick leave, which he chose to take
this past summer.
Hirsch's responsibilities are
somewhat more scattered.
He is currently putting in onethird time teaching an Education
department course, Instructional
Media, on a short-term basis and
two-thirds time coordinating
photography work in University
Relations. This winter, he may
again be teaching a course in the
Photography department or may
have other responsibilities within
WSU.
The Mass Communications
department's expanded photojournalism offerings may have
played a role in the part-time
University Relations position
opening as Gary MacDonald is now
teaching full-time in the
Photography areas, leaving behind
his part-time work in relations, he
explained. A retirement in the
Education department was the key
to the other part-time opening.
Riding and Dunbar have
returned to the same chores that
they had been doing before the
retrenchment proposals were
released.
However, both they and the two
fixed-term instructors expressed a
degree of uncertainty that they
were eventually to be reinstated
when Stark considered all the
factors in July.
"I wasn't very confident that I'd
be reinstated, but I had hope,"'
Ridings said.
Dunbar said that he had "high
hopes, but I wasn't confident,
which would imply that I had some
information about my reinstatement. I didn't."
Carlson also said that he was
"very hopeful. But I knew he had to
make the decision on his own, so
there was no way for me to know"
if he would be hired back, he
explained.
Hirsch had all but given up on
being re-instated and had another
job in line had he not been called
back, he said. In fact, he received
notice that he had been accepted to
the new job "within the hour" of
his notice of Stark's decision.
will
which
factors
Other
contribute to whether or not
Carlson and Hirsch stay include
the financial situation for the next
fiscal year, Stark explained.

Under the current plan three
regulations must be met before a
student is considered independent.
1. Their parents did not claim
them as an income tax exemption.
2. The students did not live with
their parents for more than 42
days.
3. The parents provided no more
than $750 worth of support for the
year.
With this plan, self support is
established one year after support
from the parents has stopped.
The new plan will define almost
all students as being dependent
on their parents. The financial
situation of the parents, not the
students, will determine the
monetary award the student will
receive.
According to a St. Paul Pioneer
Press article, exceptions to these
rules have also been established.
— The applicant that has been
from
separated
involuntarily

parental support because he is an
orphan or ward of the state.
— The parents can't be located.
— The student has been abused
and had to be separated from the
parents. (Documentation from
clergy, social worker, lawyer or
physician is needed for proof.)
— The applicant is married, 22
years or older and establishes
independent residence for the year
prior to applying for aid. And
during the time aid is received,
that parents have not claimed the
student as an income tax
deduction; the student does not
live with his parents more than 42
days; and the parents provide $750
or less of support. Documentation
from parents is needed to prove
that these conditions exist.
Lietzau reported that the 198283 figures for independent WSU
students has not been released yet.
But, 1981-82 WSU records showed
184 undergradutes as independent

students 21 percent of total
enrollment. "That percentage of
independent students has gone up
every year...so this year it will
probably be more so," Lietzau said.
The new rule will go into effect
in the 1984-85 school year it could
reduce or eliminate aid to more
than 2,800 students of the 43,000
students who receive aid yearly
according to HECB estimates.
Once the new guidelines are
secured the HECB plans to develop
a program that will determine the
amount of financial aid an
independent student will be
eligible. According to an HECB
newsletter the definition and
distribution of funds must be
considered together to insure a
smooth implementation of the new
guidelines.
The new definition is opposed by
the Minnesota Public Interest
Research Group and by the
Minnesota State Student Coalition.

New mascot introduced

by Steve Apps
The unveiling of the new Winona
State mascot at last Saturday's
football game came as a surprise to
some, but seemed to accepted by
the majority of people.
The mascot, a purple penguin,
was the idea of Dave Woggon, a
senior majoring in public affairsrelations and sociology.
"In my past four years here I've
noticed that there'i not much
enthusiasm." said Woggon. "I was

down in Aberdeen, S.D. and
noticed that they had a mascot, a
'Budman.' It was so much fun for
the fans, so I thought why not one
for Winona State?"
"Why a penguin? I don't know.
I'm not trying to change the name
of Warrior. Other teams have their
mascots, now we do to," said
Woggon.
"I think the penguin is doing a
good job. But it might take some
time for the people to get used to
it," said Freund.

Woggon said he feels the same
way. "I was kind worried because
it's not a warrior. It's either going
to be a success or a failure. But I
am confident because the person in
the costume is so great. I'm also
keeping the character identity
anonymous."
For the most part, students
seemed interested in the new
mascot. Comments from the crowd
ranged from "A penguin? Is that
what it is?" To "It's different. It's a
good idea."
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76 WAYS TO MAKE
EXTRA MONEY COGE
alE
This fact-filled guide is loaded with practical, money-making
ideas you can start using today.
Gives complete details on easy-to-start, part-time businesses that college students can run successfully. Any one
could be just right for you!
Tells how to get started, what materials you need, how to
get customers, and more. A must if you want to be your own
boss, schedule work to fit free time, earn money without
interfering with studies.
Covers unusual goods and services plus ingenious new
ways to profit from special abilities. 183 pages, 51/2 x 81/2"
quality softcover.
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Buy a Bike for a Christmas Present and store it FREE
until Christmas!
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Plans to build a Winona State
Extension Program building in
Rochester suffered a double setback last week.
Gov. Rudy Perpich toned down
his support for the expansion plan,
and Elmer Anderson; who heads
the state's Commission on the
Future of Post-Secondary
Education, challenged regional
proponents of the plan to come up
with some front money for the
project.
"If you want it that badly, how
much money are you going to put
into it to get it?" asked Anderson
at a commission meeting at the
state capitol last Tuesday.
"Rochester is a rich community
— how much money is it going to
be able to put into it?"
Local
advocates
of
the
university expansion plan said

by Steve Kemmerling

Everything In The Store!!

Black Silver Blackburn Style

by Carolyn M. Goetzinger

they would go to the Legislature for service and recreational facilities
the money before mounting a local with RCC.
fund-raising campaign.
The RCC president, chancellors
"We're looking at a total amount of the state university and state
of money less than $3 million," college systems and Rochester
Daryl Erdman, president of the business officials also support the
Rochester Area Chamber of plan.
Commerce and chair of a chamber
"We feel we can deliver all our
committee advocating the plan.
higher education needs very cost"That seems an awfully cheap effectively," Erdman told the
price tag for a four-year degree- commission. "Our concept is to
granting institution for the city of have Winona State offer upperRochester," Erdman said. division courses to cap our
The Winona State-Rochester community college offerings. This
expansion plan calls for $2 million would allow students to obtain a
to be spent for a new Winona State four-year degree in Rochester."
building to be built on the
According to the governor's
Rochester Community College communications director, Gerry
campus and $1 million for RCC Nelson, Perpich still supports the
improvements.
not
general
concept,
but
WSU President Thomas Stark necessarily the expenditures.
had voiced strong support for the
(Ed. Note: This article contains
plan which would allow WSU to information from the Rochester
share parking, classroom, library, Post-Bulletin.)
book store, food service, health

Record number using food service

Off or More!

Foam Racing Grips

Rochester plan suffers setback

452-4228

Over the years it has become
customary for incoming freshmen
and upper classmen to moan and
groan over cafeteria food. Well,
Winona State food service must be
doing something right as
evidenced by this year's record
number of students using the
service.
According to the director of food
service, Mary Simota, the number

of students now on food service
stands at 1,656. However, this
number is expected to drop as the
year goes on, due to several
factors.
First, there are a number of
students who will decide to move
off campus. A large majority of
these people will cancel their food
service contracts upon leaving the
dorms.
Secondly, some students may
discover that while they like living
on campus, WSU's food service
just isn't for them.
While WSU wants to give its
students the freedom to choose
how they will obtain their meals,
according to the director of
housing, John Ferden, it is simply
not possible for a large number of
on-campus students to prepare
their own meals.
Ferden explained that this
situation is due to the fact that the
dorms are not designed to handle a
large amount of students cooking
their own meals.
With that fact in mind, it was
decided to limit the number of
students wishing to prepare their
own meals to 10 percent of the

total
on-campus
population,
according to Ferden.
The main problem with feeding
so many people, according to food
service personel and students
alike, is the lines that form during
peak dining hours. The problem is
usually most severe during the
first several weeks of the new
school year, after which students
learn to avoid the long lines by
eating during the off-peak hours.
Overall, WSU's food service has
handled the increase in student
diners efficiently and without
compromising the quality of food
served, according to Simota.
Serious complaints are few.
Dr. John Kane, vice president
for student affairs, credited this
accomplishment to an excellent
working relationship between
management, employees and the
Student Food Service Committee.
While an informal survey of
students eating in the cafeteria
revealed mostly positive feedback,
several diners just couldn't resist
voicing a few less than enthusiastic
comments.
But, as one student:said, while
polishing off a hamburger, "Well,
ya gotta eat."

Somsen gets new window;
save on energy, security
by Brad Arndt

See your Jostens' representative for a complete selection of rings
and details of Jostens' Creative Financing Plans.
DATE:
TIME:

October 17th & 18th
9.30
to 2:30
•

PLACE:

Smog

Jostens' college rings offered daily at your bookstore
VISA _H

MasterCard ;

With the assistance of a
Minnesota tax legislation
appropriation, Winona State's
Somsen Hall will soon have 343
new windows and frames to
replace those that have been in the
hall for 59 years.
According to the Director of
Facilities Management John
Burros, the $331,160 project was
necessary because the old wooden
frames enable energy to escape
from the building.
Unlike the old windows and
frames, Burros said he predicts
that the new ones "will preserve
the useful life of the building." He
also added, "The projected payback period is 15 years."
There was also a security
problem with the old windows and
frames. "The new windows and
frames will significantly improve
the security in the building
because there's two security

latches," Burros said.
The new windows have a
product called spandrel applied to
the upper one-third of the window.
This product gives the window a
reflective surface and an insulated,
solid panel, according to Burros.
The new windows, called
"thermopane windows," will
replace the "old fashioned kind" of
single glass windows.
Burros indicated that there will
be two other changes in the
building. "The skylights, which
provided natural lighting in part of
the building, are either being
eliminated or replaced with a
translucent panel, said Burros.
"The problem before was that air
and water would leak through the
skylights causing building damage
and energy inefficiency."
Installation of the windows
began one month before classes
started, and the completion of the
project will be approximately one
month.
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Vivian puts new Life into Masscom department
the eighth or ninth largest college
paper in the country," said Vivian.
Enrollment at Winona State is "There are relatively few
beginning to level off, but the Mass
campuses in the country with two
Communications department separate, thriving newspapers
produced on campus. If you want to
continues to grow.
John Vivian, chair of the study mass communications, you'd
department, watched as it grew to better come to Winona State."
over 240 students.
During the summer, Vivian said
"Our campus newspaper, the
he was busy talking to Dr.
Winonan, no longer had sufficient Johnathon Lawson, dean- of liberal
space to accommodate all the
arts.
material that our photojournalism,
"I thought the idea (Campus
journalism, public relations and Life) was good for the Mass
advertising students were
Communications department," said
producing." His solution to the
Lawson. "The idea of working with
problem was Winona Campus Life.
professionals in the field will help
Winona Campus Life is a weekly students when they graduate and
tabloid lab paper produced at WSU
begin looking for jobs."
"Winona Campus Life was then
and printed as a supplement to the
Sunday Winona Daily News.
discussed with Dr. Jim Spear,
Gary Evans, editor of the
former acting vice president of
academic affairs. Spear
Winona Daily, said he had been
recommended the idea to thenpushing for a product like Campus
Acting President Dr. Helen
Life as a means to give the
community better educational, Popovich. She approved the idea,
and work began on creating
coverage.
Winona Campus Life.
"Campus Life is important
because education is an important
The lab paper came into being
industry in Winona. By industry, I
with the help of Kevin Schmidt,
mean that it is a big community
who spent most of the summer
employer," said Evans. "The
designing it.
community depends on education
"The basic idea for the design of
for its cultural life and economy."
Winona Campus Life was to keep
He added that Campus Life
it simple because it would go into
benefits students as well as the
the Daily News, a paste-up paper,"
community.
said Schmidt. "When they get
"Students can never have
something, they put it in right
enough outlets to publish
away."
material," said Evans. "Campus
One idea incorporated into the
Life offers the tools for students to
design was the use of a news-brief
practice in a real-life setting. It
chimney.
gives students an intimate working
The news briefs are used for
knowledge of newspapers not
instructional purposes," said
available in most universities."
Vivian. "They give beginning
Vivian also sees many benefits
reporters a chance to get published
for mass communications students
and a chance to get feedback. If a
by having two outlets for their reader calls and likes the story, its
a tremendous reinforcement to the
work.
"Students can have their stories
student. If someone is upset about
published in more forums, and this
a story, the student gets a valuable
is going to help them when putting
learning experience."
together their portfolios," said
Besides the chimney briefs,
Vivian. "If students can pull clips
Schmidt said he has set up
from Winona Campus Life, and
specified sizes for all photographs
Winonan and Inside Winona State,
and advertisements.
it demonstrates that they can meet
"We won't sell ads by column
the needs of a variety of editors
inches. We have four different
producing journalism for distinct
sizes for ads and that's it," said
and different audiences."
Schmidt. "The result is a cleaner
Vivian said he is also aware of
looking paper with no pyrimiding
the advantages of a strong mass
of ads."
communication department as a
He said he tried to give Campus
tool for recruiting students to
Life an original look, but also tried
to make the paper fit in with the
WSU.
"Campus Life has an estimated
Daily News since it would be a
circulation of 22,000. That makes it
supplement.

D O UGSM YTH

by Greg Abbott

John Vivian, publisher of Winona Campus Life, displays the third issue.
Schmidt now holds the position
of WCL copy editor, graphics
coordinator and production
supervisor.
"I'm not in any class. I get no
credits for it. My overall interest is
to make the paper look good," said
Schmidt.
June Wodele, news editor for
Campus Life, said she is trying to
make the paper good to read.
"Winona Campus Life can offer
readers a more diverse seleciton of
stories — not just on WSU, but
about St. Mary's, CST and the Votech," said Wodele.
She said she likes the experience
of being an editor even though it
takes more work than she
originally thought the job would.
"It could seem like more work
`cause I'm getting involved in the
whole process — even down at the
Daily where I don't really have to
be. But I think to be doing my job
well, I should know the production
end of journalism too."
The production end for WCL is
provided by the Daily News,
Evans has video terminals
available to the Campus staff
Make the connection
during morning hours.
"So far, there has been no
909 W. Fifth Street
disruption of our newsroom," said
Evans. "It has been a smooth
operation."
(Ed. note: This is the first in a
series of three stories examining
changes in the Mass
Communications department.)
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CIDINIC%4
Dear Gov...
Lunchtime
Mr. Rudy Perpich
Governor, State of Minnesota
State Capitol Building
St. Paul, Minn.

11:58
Class finally ends. It's time for lunch. Run down
three flights of stairs, forgetting text-book left under
desk chair. Run back up stairs. Door is locked. Find
teacher. Get books.

Dear Gov. Perpich,
Thank you for helping keep my college tuition down.
I was worried about the excessively high tuition hike you proposed
last February and the lesser, but still hefty increase adopted. But,
when I received my fee payment slip and tuition/fee rate scale this
summer I was pleased to find that as a Wisconsin resident I only have
to pay an additional $2.05 per credit hour this academic year.
My enthusiasm, however, is not shared by all my classmates. My
friends from Minnesota have to pay an additional $5.70 per credit hour
and my friends from Illinois (well only those who could afford to come
back) have to pay $11.55 more a credit hour this year.
I suppose I should also extend my appreciaton to Wisconsin Gov.
Anthony Earl. The new tuition reciprocity deal that the two of you
developed is great.

12:04
Run back down stairs to stand in lunch line.
12:24
After 20 minutes in line, you realize you forgot
your lunch card number and Maude can't let you in.
12:42
Find lunch ticket. Get back in line.
1:15
Pull out tray. Find peanut butter smeared on it.
Put tray back. Pull out another tray.

1:18
Pull out spoon. Find syrup from breakfast on
spoon. Put spoon back. Pull out another spoon. Ten
other spoons fall on floor because they were jammed
in holder too tight. Kick spoons under tray holder.
1:20
Pull out fork. Fork has prongs bent at 45 degree
angles. Put fork back. Pull out another fork. No
knives.
1:22
Stuck behind large man scooping salad. Decide to
take salad since you have to wait anyway. Grab
plate. Another plate is stuck to bottom. Put plate
back. Grab another plate. Dish salad. Find Italian
dressing in French. Forget salad.
1:30
Grab hamburger. Take peas. Peas are mushy.
Forget peas. Take roll. Roll like brick. Forget roll.
Take pudding. Pudding like rubber. Forget rubber.
1:35
Set tray down. Go back for second hamburger.
Someone has stolen your first hamburger. Take bite
out of second hamburger. Go back for third
hamburger.
1:40
Mustard in ketchup. Mustard in onions. Mustard in
pickles. Ketchup in mustard. Eat hamburger plain.
1:45
Pick up glass. Glass drops. People clap. Turn red.
Pick up another glass. Fill with Coke. Carbonated
water comes out. Dump glass. Fill with Mr. Pibb. Mr.
Pibb is out of carbonated water. Forget soda.
1:50
Pick up glass. Fill with milk. Milk valve is stuck.
Reach for another glass. Pound on valve. Valve is
still stuck. Walk quickly away from milk valve.
2:00
Sit down at crowded table. No salt. No pepper.
Gum and bun squashed on seat of chair. Stand up.
Wipe bun and gum off.
2:05
Move to different spot. Trip over chair leg. Spill
tray. People clap and give standing ovation.

I can't believe that as a resident of Wisconsin I actually pay less
tuition at a Minnesota university than Minnesota residents pay.
One of the biggest reasons I chose to attend a Minnesota school was
that three years ago when I was looking at colleges Minnesota's state
university tuition, under the old tuition reciprocity agreement, was
lower than tuition at state universities in my own state.
Once again I'm finding it to my advantage financially to attend
college in Minnesota.
I must admit, however, that I find the new reciprocity agreement a
bit peculiar. I don't pay property or income tax in this state. My
friends from Minnesota do, but yet they have a higher tuition rate than
I do.
I'm sorry to say that I fail to see the logic. But I suppose it all makes
good sense on paper. I understand that it helps the state balance its
books.
According to the Minnesota Higher Education Coordinating Board,
Minnesota's Fiscal Year 1983 obligation to Wisconsin and the Dakotas
was approximatley $5.3 million for participation in tuition reciprocity
agreements for the 1981-82 academic year.
The reason Minnesota owed so much money to the states it has
arrangements with is that approximately 13,734 Minnesota students
attended state universities in neighboring states while only 6,857
students from neighboring states attended Minnesota institutions last
year.
Maybe Minnesota should try to keep more of its students in state,
rather than work out deals that allow out-of-state students to attend
its universities at a cost lower than what its own residents pay.
Don't get me wrong. As a Wisconsin resident I'm not complaining,
but there are a lot of unhappy Minnesotans at my school.
Well, thanks again. And if you see Gov. Earl please thank him for
me.
Sincerely,
A Wisconsin resident attending Winona State University
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2:1L0eave cafeteria, forgetting your text-books on
shelf.
Okay, so maybe eating at the cafeteria isn't all that
bad, but the lines are long and people DO clap and
shout when you drop a tray.

CORRECTION
The name of Dr. Virginia H. Vint, a member
of the search committee for WSU academic
vice president, was inadvertantly omitted in
the Sept. 21 issue of the Winonan.
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Spotlight
What should Student Senate's
number one priority be this year?

Chris Loew, Inver Grove Heights
Computer Science
"There's a lot of things for sure,
like helping with financial aid. But
the big thing is student-faculty
relations. There has always been a
big problem at KQAL. That would
be a big help." (KQAL staffer).

Tom Hirsch
University Relations & Instructor
"Make sure that enrollment is kept
up. I'm not sure if this is in their
field. The administration and the
Senate should work together to try
to keep enrollments up."

441D111 tl CUB
Showcase Applications
The Student Senate will be reallocating the Kryzsko Commons
showcases. Applications can be
obtained at the Senate office. The
deadline for applications is Oct. 7
at 4 p.m.
The showcases will be allotted
on the basis of message and
purpose and activities for the
student body. Anyone who applies
for showcase space must have
approval by the ad-hoc committee.
If an organization has a
showcase and they don't re-apply,
they will lose their showcase.
Bulimia Study
Dr. Patrick Hughes, psychiatrist
at the Mayo Clinic, announces the
start of a new study using
established antidepressant
medication to treat bulimia.
Interested parties are invited to
call Dr. Hughes at (507) 284-4155.
The study will begin Oct. 1.

Senior Employment Assistance
Placement department services
will be explained and registration
materials will be distrubuted Oct. 4
at 3 p.m. and 4 p.m. in 156
Gildemeister.
Sessions are open to any liberal
arts majors graduating before
Sept. 1,1984.
Wednesdays for Women
Jack Bennett will present a 3-D
art display Oct. 5 from 12 to 1 p.m.
at the Y.W.C.A., 223 Center,
Winona.
No membership or fee is
required. Men, as well as women
are coordinally invited.
Association of Student Paralegals
The Association of Student
Paralegals is sponsoring an
informative meeting Oct. 4 at 3
p.m. in Purple Room 104,
Commons.

Speakers will talk about what a
paralegal does. Freshmen and
students with undecided majors
are also welcome.
Concert and Lecture Series
The Tri-College/University
Concert and Lecture series, will
present "Clarence Darrow," Oct. 3.
The performance, starring James
J. Lawless, begins at 8 p.m. in the
Saint Mary's fieldhouse.
Lawless, has been acclaimed for
his performance at the Guthrie
and other regional theatres
throughout the country. He was
awarded the Twin Cities Drama
Critics Circle 1982 KUDO for
"distinguished achievement by an
actor."
Satori
Satori, the Winona State
student magazine for creative
writing and visual art, will hold its
organizational meeting for its 198384 edition this Friday at noon in
Minne 338B.

The Winonan will be taking classified ads this week. First ads will
appear in the Oct. 5 issue. We will also take photos for birthdays
& special occasions. (No obscene material please!)
Price is $3.00 per inch. Deadline is Noon Friday prior to
publication. Submit ads with payment to 113 Phelps.

Jacky Johnson, Lake City
Mass Communications
"I don't really know what they do.
The only time you hear about them
is around election time."

Judi Fingerman, Edina
Emergency Care & Rescue
"The path is probably the biggest
thing. We have more girls going to
CST this year and we need to keep
up a safe system." (Student Senate
member).

FRIDAY

Fish n Chips $ 1 39

David Shepherd, Glenco, Ill
Accounting
"They should stop fighting with
each other, and the president and
do something about open gym."

Sue Mund, St. Paul
Mass Communications
"I feel that the Student Senate
should budget more so the clubs on
campus receive more funds for
what they do."

•••=111.1MI

Reg. $1.65
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REGIONAL & LOCAL REPS WANTED

to distribute posters on college campuses. Part-time or more work.
Requires no sales. Commission plus piece work. Average
earnings $6.00 + per hour. Contact: American Passage,
500 Third Avenue West, Seattle, WA 98119
ATTN: Network (206) 282-8111

Welcome Back
Students!
Creating the latest in hair styling
using sculpting lotions and gels by
Paul Mitchell & Tenex

NOW 20% OFF
FOR THE MONTH OF OCTOBER
AT:

LAE11111 -FS

dEsicI N INC.
FOR MEN & WOMEN

hAIR

Westgate Shopping Center
Winona, Mn. 55987

454-2403

Gerson reaches 'lifelong goal'
Maureen Gerson is getting a
taste of her lifelong goal: teaching
nursing.
Just three and a half years ago
she had spent a considerable
amount of time in Phelps Hall, as a
student at Winona State.
Graduating with honors in 1980,
Gerson worked as a registered
nurse at Community Memorial
Hospital in Winona for almost two
years. In that time, she took two
separate leaves for maternity and
educational purposes.
Last
spring,
Gerson
was
contacted by Dr. Rosemary
Langstrom, dean of nursing at
WSU, to see if she would be
interested in filling in for
instructor Betty Hehn, who is
presently on leave of absence.
"My name came up at a faculty
meeting," Gerson said, "and I came
down for an interview. It was
pretty exciting."
Gerson considered the offer to
teach at WSU a positive move for
her career. It also had what she
considered 'real appropriate
timing' for her family. Jack Gerson,
Maureen's husband, has been
unemployed for over a year. Living
from family savings, Maureen said
she needed to go back to full-time
work this fall. The offer to be on
the nursing staff for the 83-84
school term was accepted.
"I didn't expect to be teaching so
soon," Gerson said. She is presently
working on her Masters degree
through the University of
Minnesota. Although she originally
had planned to finish her work by
winter quarter, it will be delayed
until the summer of 1984. The
Minnesota Board of Nursing
generally requires a master's
degree is needed to teach nursing
in any institution.
Making the transition from the
,

STEVE APPS

Maureen Gerson tends to a patient at Community Memorial Hospital.

student role to that of an instructor
was different for Gerson, but she
sees it only as an advantage.
She finds she is able to relate to
the feelings and frustrations her
students may have in class, since
she has just completed the same
classes. In addition, she had been
taught under most of the present
faculty at the nursing school. She
said the experience as a student at
WSU helps her in advising the
present students in the program.
Gerson feels her desire to be a
nurse stemmed from the fact that

her older sister is also in the
nursing profession. Another
influence is the good market for
registered nurses. At one time
Gerson said she considered a math
profession, but she decided she
wanted more "people contact" than
a business career could offer.
Gerson's present short-term goal
is to complete her Master's degree,
wanting to eventually work fulltime as a teacher of nursing. Now
Gerson likes to have more family
time to spend with her husband,
Jack, and two-year-old son Daniel.

Military Science dept, expands
by Becky Watson

EASY
TO CARRY
EASY
TO USE

1/6
BARREL

The Military Science program at
Winona State has increased since
its origination in 1980. The
enrollment has gone from two
students in 1980 to 80 students this
year.
The program started as an
extension of the LaCrosse
program.
The program became so popular
that Winona State decided to
establish it as a school program on
a permanent basis.
Currently there are seven
captains leading the program. One
more is expected to join the staff in
December.

A four year general education
program on Military Science is
required of Military Science
students.
MS1 taken by first year
students, include classes such as
Adventure Training, in which
students learn the basics of
rapelling. Rope tying and drown
proofing are also included in this
class.
The following year, in MS 2,
leadership styles are emphasized.
MS 3 consist of solider field
experience. The management,
move and control of small tactics is
taught in detail. Ammunition
missils, tanks leading patoons and
use of radio frequencies are

forcused on during the year.
Between the third and fourth
year of the program students
attend an advanced summer camp
for six weeks. What has been
learned the past three years is
applied in a day-to-day routine of
marching, running and living in the
barracks.
This is the Military Science
students' chance to get a taste of
what army life is all about.
Seniors use their leadership
skills to plan and organize
everything in the program.
Capt. Robert said the Military
Science department sponsors three
clubs, the Ranger Club, the Colorguard and the Marksmanship club.

WAREHOUSE LIQUORS
"From Warehouse To Your House"
We Specialize In...
*
*
*
*

Kegs
Budweiser 12-Pak Cans
Schmidt, Schmidt Lite 12-Pak N.R.'s
You Must Stop In and Compare Our Wine Prices
176 East Third Street, Winona
452-1821
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1-year-old enjoys life in Prentiss-Lucas Hall
by Mickey Barr

Alan Peak likes living in a dorm.
Students frequently stop by his
room to visit. In fact, he's lived in a
dorm his whole life. His parents live
with him and his dad works next
door.
non-traditional
A
rather
situation to say the least, but then
Alan is just one year old. Mom and
dad are Jill and Scott Peak, and
dad is the director of PrentissLucas Hall.
Scott has been director since
October, 1979. He and Jill married
the next month. After four years
they no longer feel like extended
students. Living in a dorm as a
married couple has advantages and
disadvantages, according to Scott.
"I enjoy the closeness of work
and home, especially being able to
spend time with Alan at intervals
during the day," Scott said.
And Jill is able to attend
computer classes while Alan plays
with dad.
Sitters are not a problem with a
dorm full of students at hand.
Being careful not to hurt feelings
when selecting a sitter is a concern
however, according to Jill.
The Peaks are mom and pop to
the students also, but it wasn't
always that way. As new dorm
director he "was not much older
than many students in the dorm,"
Scott said.
Now the staff willingly come to
Jill and Scott with problems and
concerns.
The biggest problem is privacy,
according to the Peaks, but they
learned to adjust. Meals are cooked
in their apartment adjacent to the
lounge/office at Prentiss-Lucas
Hall.
"I prefer the door open while I'm
cooking, so Alan can watch the hall
activity and greet students coming
and going," said Jill.
But when dinner is ready, the
door closes and the family can
enjoy each other, "hopefully
uninterrupted," said Scott.
When he's in the building, Scott
is on-call 24 hours a day. He spends
six hours a day in the office, plus
meetings, working as assistant
housing director and taking
weekend call once a month.
involves
Social
recreation
campus activities most of the time
with friends from off-campus as
well as staff. But they really enjoy
slipping off to Zachs for quiet
private time, according to Jill.
Entertaining in the dorm
apartment is awkward and
uncomfortable for their more
traditional friends, said both the
Peaks. State law prohibits
alcoholic beverages on campus, and
the dorm directors must abide by
the law as well as the students.
Alan's social life is not restricted
to college students. Jill attends a
Central Parenting Program where
Alan can play with his peers and
she can interact with other
mothers.
Planning to be a traditional
mother, Jill is not working outside
the home until the family is grown.
By cooking in their apartment
and using their own washer and
dryer, the Peaks said they are able
to isolate themselves from
dormitory living, maintaining a
family atmosphere.
Planning a career in business,
Scott is learning skills such as
management, budgeting and

personnel by being a dorm
director. Immediate plans for the
Peaks are to stay at WSU, "but
we're willing to relocate," said
Scott, preferably in the Midwest.
Scott is from the Albert Lea
area and Jill lived near Chicago.
They met as students at WSU.
Alan also likes riding in a
backpack and watching his parents
fish from the bridge on Lake
Winona, his folks said.
"Alan is not bothered by noise in
the dorm," said Jill. In fact, with
quiet study times, a dorm can be
more peaceful than some
apartments in residential areas.
Without being specific, Jill says
she's learned a lot about what goes
on in a dorm. "Things I never knew
when I was a student," she said.
Will Alan live in a dorm when
he's a college student? Wait and
see.
(Ed. Note: This is the first in a
three part series on the residence
halls directors.)
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Jill and Scott Peak with son Alan.

SEMEST ER
IN
SPA IN
Not just for Spanish majors only, but for everyone: beginners, "in between"
students, and advanced. Put some excitement into your college career!!
BEGINNER OR ADVANCED - Cost is
about the same as a semester in a U.S.
college: $3,189. Price includes jet round
trip to Seville from New York, room,
board, and tuition complete. Government
grants and loans available for eligible
students.
Live with a Spanish family, attend classes
four hours a day, four days a week, four
months. Earn 16 hrs. of credit (equivalent
to 4 semesters - taught in U.S. colleges
over a two year time span). Your Spanish
studies will be enhanced by opportunities

not available in a U.S. classroom.
Standardized tests show our students'
language skills superior to students
completing two year programs in U.S.
Advanced courses also.
Hurry, it takes a lot of time to make all
arrangements.
SPRING SEMESTER — Feb. 1 - June
1/FALL SEMESTER — Sept. 10 - Dec. 22
each year.
FULLY ACCREDITED — A Program of
Trinity Christian College.

For full information — write to:
2442 E. Collier S.E., Dept. F-1, Grand Rapids, Michigan 49506
(A Program of Trinity Christian College)
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Smokestack goes down,
elevator goes up
The smokestack on top Somsen had to be
dismantled for the elevator.

Somsen Hall, one of the
first buildings made for
Winona State, is continuing
to be remodeled.
Last spring the smokestack was torn down to
make room for an elevator
that would help handicapped students gain access to
the upper floors in Somsen.
This year, the elevator
has been installed, the new
hallway on first floor has
been tiled, and the elevators are now in use.
Somsen also has new
windows and door frames to
save on energy insulation.

After the smokestack was taken down workmen had to make the shaft ready for the elevator.

John Valentine got to use the elevator for the first time on Monday.

Gary Denzer tiles the new hallway created for the
elevator.

Text by: Greg Abbott
Photos by: Steve Apps
Mark Hoffman
Doug Smyth
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Artist plastercasts the human figure
by Kimm Anderson

Michelangelo?
Maybe not, but Orazio Fumagalli
he is.
Fumagalli, a native Italian
sculptor whose work is recognized
both in the United States and
Europe, now has a 17-piece
collection of his work on display in
the Paul Watkins Hall Gallery at
WSU.
The exhibition is entitled
"Figure Fragments," and is the
same show that travelled through
parts of the United States and
Europe last fall.
The 62-year-old artist, whose
face is shrouded in a snow-white
beard that makes him resemble
one's concept of Santa Claus with a
noticeable Italian accent, is the
professor of Art at the University
of Wisconsin-Stout. He founded
their Art Department in 1964.
His title for the exhibit, "Figure
Fragments," is straight-forward.
Fumagalli's sculptures are
precisely detailed, fragmented
plaster casts of the human figure.
The sculptor uses live females as
models, artistically frozen into
serene, contented, somewhat
classical poses.
Fumagalli poses the model on a
table in an artistic but comfortable
position, and then begins to brush
warmed wax and plaster over the
figure. The figure must remain
motionless for a lengthy period of
time while the mixture hardens,
necessitating the comfortable
nature of the pose he chooses.

Sophomore Jill Poehler gazes on one of Orazio Fumagalli's "Figure Fragments" on display in the Watkins Gallery through Oct. 7.

Fumagalli was taught by his
father and grandfather before him
in the Italian tradition of figurative
art,
"I had abandoned the figure for
about 15 years, and I have recently
come back to working with the
figure — not because I feel that
abstract art is not meaningful
anymore — but because the figure,

and all that it implies is important
again for me," Fumagalli said.
Fumagalli's most recent work
developed from an experiment to
find a kind of "ultra-naturalistic
figure."
"I had intended to 'work-up' a
negative statement about a
perception of some dangerous
directions our culture appears to

be taking," he explained.
After studying the first works of
the project, he decided that he
couldn't complete the original idea
because "the results were too
horrible to contemplate."
"I noticed, however, that if the
figures were left in monotone
fragmented form, the sculptures
took on a positive kind of 'energy,'

DOUG SMYTH

It

Fumagalli added.
art
WSU
Tom
Sternal,
department chairman, said that he
intends to ask Dr. Fumagalli to
come to WSU and lecture on his
unique artistic perspectives.
"Figure Fragments" will be on
display from 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
weekdays through Oct. 7.

Local college students
play significant role
in cinema's selections
by Laura Waters

Our Hearts Were Young and Gay, by Jean Kerr,
Winona State's first fall production, began
rehearsals last week under the direction of Vivian
Fusillo, assisted by Stacey Satherlie.
The eight male and nine female cast are
newcomers to the university's stages. The majority
are freshmen, while the rest are transfer students or
those who have never had a major role here.
According to Fusillo, this is the first time she has
ever directed a freshmen show.

"All these people are very fresh, very young and
the play will build on all their energies," said Fusillo.
Kerr's play is about the adventures of Cornelia
Otis Skinner and Emily Kimbrough on their first trip
abroad.
Fusillo added that the "two-set show takes place
on board ship and in Paris hotel rooms, and will
squeak with the 1920's."
Performance dates are Oct. 25-28 on the
Performing Art Center's Main Stage. Tickets may
be reserved at the box office.

Attendance
at
downtown
Winona Carish Theatres was
exceptionally good this past
summer and it was college
students who helped decide what
shows were selected, according to
theater management.
Mark Guddahl, manager of the
Cine-4, speculated that there were
about seven films that brought in
large crowds to the box offee as
opposed to only two films last
summer.
He added "It was a weird
summer because several films did
well which is unusual for a summer
season."
The biggest box office successes
of the summer include Return of
the Jedi, Mr. Mom, Vacation,
Porky's H and Octopussy.
Return of the Jedi, the Star
Wars sequel which topped the
summer box office was the third of
seven series to be released.
Mr. Mom, released on Aug. 26, is
a comedy about role reversal of a
husband and wife in a typical
American home.
Chevy Chase plays the father in
the comedy Vacation.

22S

Porky's II was a bawdy comedy
about high school kids in the 1950's.
Octopussy was another James
Bond thriller that also drew- in a
large crowd to the downtown box
office.
Guddahl felt that the college
students contributed minimally to
movie attendance but this was only
because of the large decline in
students over the summer.
However, he explained that
college students do have a bearing
over movies that are selected in
the summer, more so during the
school year. "A lot of the movies
that wouldn't sell in a town of this
size with the same background do
well here because of our college
audience," he said.
Comedies, horror and emotionpacked films are the most popular
with college students and that is
taken into consideration when
ordering movies.
College students and faculty can
take advantage of the low rates on
Thursday, college night, which
runs all four quarters. WSU
students must present a validated
I.D. card to be able to enter for the
$1.75 special rate.
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CTA adds four majors, minors
by Ellen Blondell

The Communication and Theatre
Arts Department of Winona State
has added four major and minor
options, the institution announced
last week.
communication,
Organization
public affairs/public information
communication,
personnel
communication and communication

theory have been added to the
curriculum, effective with the new
WSU catalog.
The major includes 28 hours of
"core" courses, 24 hours of
electives and eight hours of
internship.
The minor includes 20 hours of
"core" courses, eight hours of
elective and four hours of
internship.
Susan
Rickey,
department

faculty member, said that "the new
majors were added to enhance
career opportunities."
Those interested may get
program and course listing from
the information desk at preregistration, the information desk
in the cinema room, Jacque
Reidelberger, Dr. Siemers, Ms.
Carver, Ms. McNeillis, or Ms.
Rickey in the Performing Arts
Center.

411 COTTONWOOD DR. —
(Hwy. 14 & 61)
000GoGioGioocicioG000000ciGioG000ciaoce0000caocr000ceowaa —GT-
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The Finest Billiard Parlor Around
BILLIARDS
*15 CHAMPIONSHIP TABLES
Pocket = Carom — Snooker

*FULLY CARPETED, CLEAN, WELL LIT

Patty McDermott catches the cool 40 degree breeze on a chilly night last week as she enjoys the cruise along the
Mississippi on the Winona Princess paddleboat. About 45 people, including McDermott and other WSU
students, took part in the cruise.

*BEER, SODA, SANDWICHES
*CUSTOM CUES FOR SALE
*LEAGUES BEING FORMED

LANG 'S BAR & CAFE

*ELECTRONIC GAMES
*OPEN DAILY
10 A.M. - 1 A.M.

Sun.

123 Johnson Street, Winona, MN.
Bob Ries, Prop.

(Commercial Court — Lower Level)

4545815

O
O

AT HALF PRICE
a000000000000000004000004000000000000000 0000065)

Open 7 A.M.-Midnight
7 Days/Week
••.••••.•••.••.••••••.•.••.••
••
••
••
50° Off
.•
•
•
Purchase of 8 Pack .
.:..
of 16 oz. Pop
..
.•
Good Only at
••
•
:• EXPRESSWAY FOODS •
••
••
615 Huff St.
• 1111• 111• •111 • •• • • • • • •• ••IIII•••• IMMUNE

We carry a full line of grocery, health & beauty
aids, meat, produce, bakery and deli.

Mon.

Ladies' Men's I Margarita
- Night 1 Night
Night

,--

Wed.

Thurs.

College Night

Pitcher

Tue.

Featuring Special
Night
Drink & Beer Prices
Fri.
Sat.

Fish Special
$2.50 plus tax includes
* FISH * POTATO
* COLESLAW

Tenderloin Tips
Choice of Potato
& Salad

$4.40

KITCHEN HOURS
Mon. - Thurs. 4:00 - 7:00 pm
Short order dinners until 8:00 pm
Fri. 4:00 - 9:30 pm
Sat. 4:00 - 8:00 pm

LANG'S BAR
& CAFE
Carry-Outs Available Phone 452-9979

179 EAST THIRD STREET

Come down and
enjoy our
Special Drink
Prices
and Game Room
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Center Aisle
by Daniel Munson
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Brice Wilkinson displays some tough-looking body language with student Elsa Wilkie. The CTA instructor has
been using the method to relax students for upcoming speaking assignments.

Instructor uses body language
to relax classes for speakin,g
by Jim Riccioli
Blank, seemingly indifferent
faces stare through the fragile
disposition of a novice speaker in
an Introduction of Speech
Communications class, offering no
support and ambiguous reactions.
The speaker's reaction to his
audience of strangers is fear.
Ahhh...but if that same audience
is viewed in a more familiar,
friendly sense, what are the
results?
Brice Wilkinson has found that a
variety of exercises designed to
personalize class members with
each other can aid in speech
communicatoins development in
individuals.

Based on the "I'm okay, your
okay" perspective, the exercises
allow _students to -use the sometimes embarrassing situations to
familiarize themselves and remove
the distrust and fear through
interaction, according to
Wilkinson.
The exercises, which include
triadic interviews, impromptu
speeches and non-verbal exercises
such as- body language and
sensitivity exercises, prepare
students for quarterly assignments
and, more broadly, for speaking
situations in their lives, he
explained.
"If you get to know one audience
well, you get to know other

RESEARCH PAPERS

HELP WANTED

-14,789 to choose from — all subjects!
Rush $2 for the current, 306-page catalog. Custom research & thesis assistance also available.
Research, 11322 Idaho Ave., #206WA,
Los Angeles, CA 90025 (213)477-8226.

Enthusiastic campus rep to sell
ski trips to Midwest & Colorado.
Earn Free Trips & commissions.

audiences well too," Wilkinson
said. "A lot of studies have been
done which reveals that the
perspective of their own selves
improves if the fears are removed,
promoting high trust, high
motivation and quality
performance."
The concept is not unique to
Wilkinson's classes as other speech
instructors teaching CTA courses
use similar and other exercises to
relax students.
"Fear of the environment, fear of
each other and fear of the
professor" all may contribute to
speaking anxiety, according to
Wilkinson.

The other day I was talking with a friend of mine about the state of
today's music. I told him I thought it was rather unusual that today's
sound didn't have a title under which the majority of songs could be
lumped together.
"It's not all rock today," I said, "or jazz, or country, or pop, or punk,
or new wave, or golden oldies, or disco (thank, God). Instead, it seems
that there's a little bit of everything in the popular sound today. I'm
not complaining, but what do we call it?"
"Video," my friend said. "Today's `sound' is MTV."
I hadn't thought much about it, but my ever-wise friend is right —
video is the state of modern music.
It's only natural, I suppose, that we should be putting pictures with
our music. Music has conveyed images and messages to its listeners
down through the centuries. Today, however, it seems as though we're
not expected to imagine anything for ourselves; the musicians not only
play their music and sing their songs, but they show us the pictures
too. What's left? I'll admit to a certain, occasional, curiosity which prompts me to
turn to channel 16 on my little black box, but I'm usually disappointed
with what I see. Not only am I subjected to someone else's images of a
certain sound, the way it's presented isn't even original.
People appearing and disappearing, turning into dead people,
furniture becoming animated...Come on! I did all that with my 8mm
camera when I was in junior high! The lens isn't a tool for our
musicians — it's a toy!
Today's MTV also seems to be more of a promotional gimmick ("Get
yourself in front of the camera and be seen") than a form of
communication. If that's not true, then why is it the musicians who are
out there in front of the camera and not someone who's professionally
trained for that medium?
This all does present another problem, however. What's going to
happen when the musicians stop having fun and realize that video can
be a valid form of communication for their ideas? How long will it take
then before the video becomes the most important and the music and
lyrics second?
"Hey, guys, I have this great image. A man walks up a set of stairs
and turns into a dog, and then this fire hydrant comes by and pisses on
the dog. It's real symbolic! Joe, you write some lyrics to go with it and,
John, you play something on your guitar, okay?"
What happens to our music then? Will anybody bother to listen to
it? I rather doubt it. Already, when I walk through second floor Morey
TV lounge, I see people sitting around for hours at a time, their mouths
hanging open and their eyes glazed with video images. MTV zombies.
The nice thing about music is that it's not confining. When you play
your stereo you can talk to people, read, write, draw, have a party or
just sit and listen. When you watch MTV, you watch M T V.
I've heard a lot of different opinions about MTV — everything from,
"Like, great!" to "a waste of electricity." Personally, I hope it's just
another passing fad. Meanwhile, give me my music...and cut the
theatrics.

College Night
3 Tacos or 2 Softshells
+ FREE Medium Pepsi

A confidential, non-judgemental clinic for family
planning and sexually transmitted diseases. For
appointment phone 452-4307 weekdays 8:30 to
5:00.

452-4307

Only $1.39 With Student I.D.

PEPSI

ALSO:.Every Tues. 2 Tacos for 99c
Thurs. Sept. 28, Softshell Tacos 1/2 Price

"Study-Break" Alternative!

Electric\ R Cade

HOURS:

Mon.-Fri.

2:30-10:00 p.m.
Sat.
10:30 a.m.-10:00 p.m.
Sun.
1-5 p.m.

-

Sun & Ski Adventures
1.800-621-4031

SEMCAC FAMILY PLANNING

64 1/2 W. 5th

-

* Video Games
* Foosbal I
* Pool

Need a fundraiser for your campus organization?

Call Rocky for details at Electric R Cade, 122 E. 3rd, 452-9870

TACO
JOHNS

7f$ Tacorr'fei

OURS: Mon.-Thurs. 11-1:30 a.m.
Fri. & Sat. 11.2 a.m.
Sun. 11.11 p.m.
575 Huff
Winona, MN
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Homecoming king, queen preliminaries today
by Cary R. Heyer
"Puttin' on the Ritz," is the
theme of this year's homecoming
festivities, and the preliminary
elections for king and queen
candidates will be held from 8:30
a.m.-4:30 p.m. today in the Smog.
According to JoLynn Dicke,
homecoming elections chairperson,
packets were distributed to each
organization on campus, and all
persons interested in running for
queen or king or entering floats in
the homecoming parade were to fill
out these forms by last week.
These applications are screened
by the committee to make sure all
candidates meet the eligibility
requirements: having at least
or
sophomore standing
maintaining a 2.0 grade point
average or better.
Dicke explained that the election
procedure will be different than in
the past. Students will have to
present a validated Winona State
I.D. card before voting, and their
name will be scratched off a master
list, insuring one vote per student.
Oct. 6 kicks off the homecoming
activities proper, according to Cal
Winbush, activities advisor. The
final queen and king elections will
be made and the results kept
secret until the Friday night
coronation.
Before coronation on Friday,
however, there will be a luncheon
at 4 p.m. on the campus lawn near
Kryzsko Commons, followed by a

VISIT THE

pep rally at 5 p.m. The Winona
State Cheerleaders, Warriorettes,
and the Pep Band will all be
performing, and presentations will
be given by football coaches and
team captains.
On Oct. 7 coronation of the queen
and king will take place in Somsen
Auditorium. In previous years,
coronation took place in the
Performing Arts Center, but the
popularity of the coronation grew
rapidly, mostly due to the hard
work of John Blondell,
choreographer of the coronation
for the last three years.
According to Winbush, the
coronation beared a semblance to a
professional stageshow, and Jeff
Kuehl, this year's producer, promises
more of the same.

After coronation there will be a
dance at 9 p.m. in the East
Cafeteria of Kryzsko Commons.
"Akasha," an area rock band, will
be performing live music.
Admission is free with current
Winona State I.D.
On Oct. 8, the climax of the
homecoming festivies will begin at
10:30 a.m. with the homecoming
parade, which will commence at
Huff and Fourth streets, next to
the river, proceeding west down
Huff to Sheehan Hall, where it will
disband.
The University of MinnesotaDuluth gridders will play the
Winona State Warriors in a
contest scheduled for 1:30 p.m.
The weekend's events will come
to a close that evening, as "Men

Piano, violin performances
among music events planned
by Patrick Mcllheran
A visit to Winona State by noted
violin soloist Jody Gatwood is one
of the upcoming events planned by
the Music department, according
to Richmond McCluer, department
head.
Gatwood's visit, slated for late
October will include a concert with
the Winona Symphony, a solo
performance, and a stringedinstrument clinic for the music

students.
Other events include a piano
recital by Prof. Robert
Hungerford, planned for midOctober.
Hungerford, a graduate of the
Julliard Conservatory, has
recorded several albums of piano
music, and gives a piano recital
annually. The event will also be
part of the introduction to music
class he teaches at WSU.

Film Society Preview

American Friend uses
film noir' movie theme
by Jeff Walker
"Angst-dark primary colors — reds and blues so intense they're
near psychedelic, yet grimy, rotting in the thick, muggy atmosphere.
Cities that blur into each other. Characters as...exiles in rooms that
are insistently not home. And, under it all, morbid, premonitory
music." So begins Pauline Kael's review of The American Friend, a
1977 tribute to American "film noir" directed by Wim Wenders of
Germany.
To develop the typical "film noir" themes of existential angst,
anonymity, moral ambiguity, and the "dark night of the soul,"
Wenders chose Dennis Hopper to play the title character.
Hopper, who played a wacked-out photographer in Apocalypse Now
and a motorcycle cowboy in Easy Rider turns in a performance of
"manic finesse." He convinces his innocent friend Jonathan to murder
a Mafia bigwig. Personalities begin to disintegrate following the
murder, and it becomes difficult to determine who is the hero and who
is the villain.
Hopper's dialogue also disintegrates. He speaks so that "you could
drive a truck between the syllables each time he speaks a line." He
sums up the situation by recording his own existential epigram: "I
know less and less about who I am and about who anybody else is."
The American Friend will be shown at 7:30 p.m. Oct. 1 in Pasteur
120. Admission is 50 cents with WSU I.D. and $1 without.

Winona Glove Co.

DAY or NIGHT
Stop In Anytime

FACTORY OUTLET STORE
412 — 416 E. SECOND STREET

Gloves

and a whole lot more
Dress & work gloves, athletic gloves, purses &
accessories, woolen caps & scarves, tube
socks & sweat bands, dorm slippers &
moccasins

all of the activities offered this
year.
He urged that students in
residence halls decorate their
dorms, as prizes will be awarded to
the best decorated floor, and that
all campus organizations get
themselves involved as well.

Without Hats," popular for their
current hit "Safety Dance," is
tentatively scheduled to play at 9
p.m. at McCowan Gym. The cost of
that dance has not been set, and
Winbush stressed that the band is
also "tentative."
Winbush said that the entire
student body should participate in

Food - Beverage - Video - Pool
veaco

vo0"

j‘44/
47°teat
%./jvc,/
S

:

<,, SHINe
--,
BAR & CAFE

HAPPY HOUR
3.5:30 P.M.

BUY DIRECT & SAVE!!
■

ORIENTATION SPECIAL

10% off
•
! All Purchases

lurrr

OFFER EXPIRES
OCT. 31, 1983

II

Hours:

Mon. - Sat. 9-5
Sun. 12-5

Monday-Friday

MONDAY

THURSDAY

Marguita Night
8-12 p.m.

Special Price On All The
Beer You Can Drink
8-12 p.m.

TUESDAY

SATURDAY
MORNING

Low Prices
on Pitchers
8-12 p.m.

WEDNESDAY
2 for 1
Bar Pour Only
8-12 p.m.

Bloody Mary Special
9-12 a.m.

SUNDAY
Low Prices on Pitchers
During Football Games

Just 2 Blocks East of the M.Q.

SUNSHINE
BAR & CAFE
79 E. 2nd

454-7772

,
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Football
Bemidji State
Saturday, Oct. 1, 1:30
at Bemidji

Golf
NIC Tournament
Sew. 30, Oct. 1-2
at Bemidji

Women's Cross Country
St. Olaf College
Saturday, Oct. 1
at Northfield

Volleyball
Southwest
Thursday, Sept. 29, 7:30
Friday, Sept. 30, 7:00
McCown Gym
Moorhead

Warrior gridders hammer Northern
by Diane C. Tenuta
The Winona State men's football
team is sitting on top of the
Northern Intercollegiate
Conference after its 27-7 win over
Northern State on Sept. 24.
With help from a Maxwell field
crowd and the new Warrior
mascot, a purple penguin, the
Warriors came alive in the second
half to score 20 unanswered points.
The win gives the Warriors a 3-1
overall mark and a 2-0 NIC mark.
Northern State fell to 1-4 and 1-1.
The Wolves drew first blood in
the game. On their second
possession of the first quarter, the
Wolves marched down the field 80
yards for a touchdown.
A 50-yard pass from quarterback
Shaun Wenner to tight-end Tom
Wensmann set it up, with Wenner
hitting Mark Cichos with a 23-yard
pass for the touchdown. Brad
Larson added the extra point and
Northern led 7-0.
The Warriors managed to drive
into Wolf territory three times in
the first quarter, but came up
empty each time. With a minute
left in the half, the Warriors
racked up their first score of the
afternoon.
The Warriors began their drive
on Northern's 45. WSU
quarterback Steve Speer hit tightend Phil Schroeder for a 28-yard
completion.

MARK HOFFMAN

Reggie Johnson lunges forward for extra yardage.

With the ball on the 17, Speer
again dropped back to pass. Wide
receiver Leif Nelson was
interferred with in the end zone by

Northern's Bob Love. That call
gave WSU a first down on the one.
Two plays later, Speer ran the
ball in for the TD. Mark Juaire
came in and kicked the extra point
to tie the game at seven.
In the second half the Warriors
took the lead on their first
possesion.
Speer led the Warriors down the
field 80 yards. Jim Turvey caught a
27-yard pass to put the ball on the
Northern 35. Speer then found
Nelson over the middle. Nelson
mowed his way through a defender
and found the end zone to give
WSU its second score of the game.
Juaire's kick gave the Warriors a
14-7 lead.
Two series later, Warrior Mike

Last recovered a Northern fumble
at the Wolves 17. WSU kept the
ball on the ground and Speer dove
into the end zone from the two. The
conversion attempt was no good,
but WSU had the lead 20-7 midWay
through the third quarter.

"This win is
why you
get into
coaching."

WSU scored its final time on
their first drive of the fourth
quarter. Brett Erickson pounced
on a blocked punt at the Northern
38. Speer let go a pass to Bret
Brumm, who dragged his way
down to the 3-yard line. Two plays
later, Mark Ballwanz flew into the
end zone and Juaire's kick gave the
Warriors a commanding 27-7 lead.
Then the chanting began, "NIC
in '83". The entire Warrior team
began to chant it.
After years of dismal records
and poor fan support, can the
conference title be a realistic goal
for the '83 Warriors?
"That's the kids saying that,"
Continued on Page 14

Women boost record to 10-2

STEVE APPS

by Scott Brooks

Tony Monken just misses a Steve Speer pass in the Warriors drubbing of
Northern at Maxwell Field Saturday.

The Winona State University
volleyball team had a busy
weekend beating UM-Morris on
Friday and then taking third in a
seven team invitational
tournament at Morris on Saturday.
The Warriors beat UM-Morris
13-15, 15-6, 15-11, 15-8, making it
their first conference win.
Outstanding players included
Jenny Hein with 9 aces, Lori Olson
with 9 aces and 20 assists, Ronda
Goetz with 8 aces and 15 kills and
Sue Dehn with 17 assists and 13
kills.
Coach Fiereck said that the
defense of the Warriors was
excellent, while the offense stayed
strong and was able to add enough
points to win.
The
Saturday
invitational
included Winona State, UMMorris, Wisconsin, Southwest
State, Hamline University, Dr.

Martin Luther College and
Gustavus, who ended up taking the
crown.
The Warriors won their first two
matches. The first against Dr.
Martin Luther and the other
against Southwest State. They
beat Dr. Martin Luther 6-15, 15-5,
15-7 while beating Southwest 1512, 15-9.
Winona State dropped its third
and fourth matches to UM-Morris
and Gustavus. The Warriors lost
by a score of 10-15, 18-11, 4-15 to
Morris and 15-10, 2-15, 2-15 against
Gustavus.
Coach Fiereck said that her team
was over-powered by Gustavus and
that the defense was poor.
However, for the fifth match of
the day, the Warriors gathered
their thoughts and put them to
work against Hamline University.
Winona State beat Hamline 15-10,
15-12 in a well-rounded effort.
Coach Fierick complimented the

whole team for their performance
during the invitational. She said,
"that aces were turned in by
everybody." There were only two
serving errors, no passing errors,
and only five setting errors.
Placing third at this tournament
puts Winona State's record at 10-2
for the year.
Coach Fierick highly praised
three freshmen for their rolls in
the games. Patty Grunst played a
great deal and was 13-13 on serve
reception, Lori Olson was the key
player in setting, and Brenda
Mischock played well while getting
her first real taste of varsity
volleyball.
The Warriors next competition is
tomorrow with J.V. starting at 6:00
and varsity at 7:00.
Winona State plays against
Moorhead on Friday starting at
7:00 p.m.
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Football
said WSU head coach Myron
Smith. "If they believe it, that's
great. This (the win) is why you get
into coaching. It's just great."
The Warriors played just great
Saturday. Although the offense
was sluggish in the first half,
WSU's defense held up and only
allowed one score by the Wolves.
Moving the ball in the first half was
no problem, but Speer had trouble
in his passing game. He completed
only four of 19 attempts and threw
three interceptions.
"We didn't look very good in the
beginning," said Smith. "Steve
hasn't been in the best of health
(twisted knee) and his timing was
off a bit. I think he was trying a bit
too hard. But it doesn't take him
long to get untracked."
Speer improved his performance
in the second half, finishing with 11
completions in 31 attempts for 195
yards.
"We had to throw to open them
up. We knew it was out there and
we weren't hitting. In the second

half we did," said Smith.
Along with Ballwanz, Reggie
Johnson helped keep the Warrior
drive alive on the ground. Johnson
rushed for 67 yards and Ballwanz
added 65.
But the WSU defense rose the
most to the challenge. The
Warriors blocked one punt,
partially blocked another,
intercepted two passes and
recovered two fumbles. They also
sacked the quarterback six times.
This week the Warriors travel to
Bemidji to take on the Beavers in
another conference game.

NIC Football Standings
NIC Overall
Winona State
3-1
2-0
Duluth
1-2
1-0
-Bemidji
2-2
1-1
Moorhead
2-2
1-1
Southwest
2-2
1-1
Morris
2-2
0-1
Northern
1-3
0-2

STE VE A PPS

Continued from Page 13

Warrior fullback Reggie Johnson grimaces as he is tackled in Saturday's game.

Knowles appointed new Warrior assistant track coach
by Dean Eichaker

Randy Knowles, assistant track coach, is also a member of the Warrior football team. Here he's stretching
before practice.

na pA,-Th Papa John's

s

Presents
"Special of
The Week"

PAPA JOHN
BURGER & FRIES

Ear Piercing
Special

Reg. $10

Only

Open Daily
4:00 p.m.

Special Good Dining Room Only
4-8:00 P.M. Daily

FREE DELIVERY
452-1234

529 Huff

Earn $500 or More
each school year. Flexible hours.
Monthly payment for placing
posters on campus. Bonus based
on results. Prizes awarded
as well.
800-526-0883
411111M111111Mbrommim■NOP

Expires 10.5-83

Winona State's track team
began a new system of training this
fall because of the efforts of one exteam member who is now the
team's assistant coach.
Randy Knowles, a prominent
team member last year, has been
appointed assistant track coach.
Knowles' has brought a wealth
of experience to the team this year.
Knowles began his track career
in high school then attended a
community college in Danville, Ill.
After two years he went to
Indiana State University where he
was unable to run because of an
attack of appendicitis.
Even though Knowles was off
the track at ISU he managed to
still pick up training tips that he
has incorporated into Winona
State's track program.
Knowles devoted his spring
break last year to research the 1st
place NAIA team at Abilene,
Texas.
Over the summer Knowles
compiled all his knowledge into a
program that the track team
started last Monday.
Knowles tested his program on
himself this summer and gained 18

$6

pounds, which according to him is
a considerable success.
Knowles' new program provides
each team member with a detailed
outline on weight training and
exercise.
The program also calls for the
team to do exercise together,
which Knowles hopes will bring the
team closer together and
emphasize team unity.
"Team unity and support from
your team members can help the
team as much as a good training
program," said Knowles.
Knowles also hopes to reduce
the amount of injury this year by
practicing on grass or mats.
Knowles will be video taping
practices too.
Knowles said he will use his
video tapes to help team members
perfect their own particular
technique.
"A big part of the performance,"
said Knowles, "is a well designed
technique."
The goal for the team this year
as well as any other year is get as
many members possible to qualify
for the nationals, Knowles said.
Knowles thinks the team has a
good chance this year to have a
number of qualifying members.
Knowles is assured that team
members Enofe Osakue, Brian
Guillette, Scott Bestal, Joel
Kiekbush, Mike Deleo and Bob
Warner have a more than average
chance to make nationals this year.
"With Coach Keister's support
and from each team member the
track team is in for an excellent
season," said Knowles.

0 0
Includes
Studs

9 a.m. Until 2 p.m.
Monday Thru Friday
Expires October 31st.

GENTLEMEN'S QUARTERS
FAMILY HAIR STYLING

Westgate Shopping Center, Winona. MN. 454-1580

HELP WANTED:
The Winona Shopper
and Post needs parttime help. To work
Tuesdays, starting at
9:30. Apply in person
this week at 56 E.
Second St. Ideal for
adults with children
at school.
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Golfers win without Marston

From Left Field
by John Paul Schaller

by John Paul Schaller
and Rick Beberg
Winona State's John Buck fired
a 73 to lead the men's golf team to a
389-430 victory over cross town
rival St. Mary's college in a dual
meet Tuesday afternoon Sept. 20,
at Westfield Golf Course.
Buck was meet medalist with his
73, which included a two-under-par
34 on the back nine.

Most of the people that know me, know that I am a St. Louis
Cardinal (baseball) fan.
I had my year of enjoyment, rubbing it in to all of those Brewer fans
who suddenly emerged from there 10 year period of silence.
My enjoyment came to an abrupt end about two weeks ago though,
when the Cards fell into a dismal slump. Falling from 1 1/2 games out of
first, to a miserable 11 games behind the division leading Phillies.

"Dwight Marston

One condolence however, the mighty Milwaukee Brewers are 14 1/2
games out of first place and are looking about as helpless as St. Louis.

deserves the
credit for

I just hope that Baltimore takes Chicago in three games, because I'm
really not up for hearing, "Hey, how 'bout those White Sox" all over
campus.

building the

Don't get me wrong. I don't dislike the Sox, I just don't feel like
listening to their fans. I get enough of that during hockey season.

team."

The Volleyball team is 10-2, check them out on Thursday and Friday.
They are home against conference rivals Southwest and Moorhead.
Game time is at 7:00 in McCown Gym, stop by and give the Warrior
women your support.
My opinions will be versed in this column weekly. They are not meant
to offend anyone, only to stir up readers interest.
If by any way anyone is offended, or by some chance anyone agrees
with me, I encourage that you let me know.
If you feel like writing me and telling me that my column sucks,
please do so.
If your letters are too graphic though, they may not be printed, but
at least I'll know that someone out there is reading.
Oh, and one more thing. For all those White Sox fans that may not
be able to write very well, give me a call at the Winonan office. The
number is 457-5119 and my office hours are from 2-3 everyday.
NM NB MI • • =I • • I= NE IM •

10% Off
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Warrior John Mugford finished
second to Buck with a 75 and Bill
Banton fired a 77 to finish in a tie
for third with Redman Jim
Rafferty.
WSU's Max Geifer and SMC's
Rob Brown finished in a tie for
fourth place in the match. Both
golfers finished with rounds of 81.
Rounding out the field for the
Warriors were Scott Rindahl and
Brad Leivermann who both carded
rounds of 83.
For St. Mary's, Gordy Mroz fired
an 87, Don Nadeau had a 91, Tom
Mullins shot a 94, and Marty
McHugh came in at 99.
Golf coach Jerry Nauman is
pleased with his team's
performance so far this year, but
feels that the credit should go to
Dwight Marston, last years coach,
for building the team.
Nauman said, "I could take the
credit, but it's not mine. Dwight
Marston deserves the credit for
building the team."
Marston is on sabbatical leave
for the fall quarter and will resume
his duties at the beginning of the
winter quarter.

The Warriors looked good on the gridiron Saturday. They are for
real, but WSU has another team that appears to be for real.

Largest selection of athletic
footwear, running gear, rackets
& balls in the area.

WSU golfer Bill Banton contemplates a putt during the Warriors meet
against St. Mary's.

SPORTS-IN-STORE
3rd & Franklin

454.2442
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Warrior women place 9th
by Brad Arndt
The Winona State women's
cross-country team ran to a 9th
place finish out of 12 teams in the
Mankato State Invitational last
Saturday.
Shawn Paul and Tracy Sherman
paced the Warriors with 43rd and
45th place finishes, respectively.
Paul covered the course in 19
minutes and 51 seconds while
Sherman was clocked in 20 minutes
and 4 seconds.
The other Warrior runners were
as follows: Pam McCarty was 47th
in 20:15, Cheryl Peters was 51st in
20:30, Deb Tarnowski was 60th in
21:13, Monica Mikulich was 66th in
22:01 and Dawn Quam finished in
75th with a 28:09.
The Warriors finished in front of
Bemidji State, Dr. Martin Luther
and St. Cloud State.
The other teams who took part
were North Dakota State, St.
Thomas, Mankato State, Moorhead
State, St. Olaf, South Dakota,
Concordia-Moorhead and Bethel.

WSU Coach Moravec was in
some cases pleased with the
invitational and in other cases not.
According to Moravec the
positive points were that Paul
broke the 20 minute mark and
another WSU runner improved her
last week's time by four minutes.
One of the negative points was
that one of the runners was
feeling ill and this hampered her
performance.
Moravec summed the year up so
far, "I'm overall very encouraged
with this year's team. We're a

THEMd. 70
EXTENDED WCAR
CONTACT LENS

much better team than last year."
Last year, the team finished fifth
in Northern Sun Conference.
"This year's team -is very hard
working, and I feel their hard work
will pay off," said Moravec.
The Warriors next competition
will be this Saturday at the St. Olaf
Invitational.
Moravec commented on the
upcoming meet. "A lot of Division
II teams and several strong
Division III teams will be at the
invitational. Hopefully, we'll be in
the middle of the pack."

Bausch & Lomb's newest soft lens

Pregnant?
and afraid?

$ 49

Bausch & Lomb
Soflens "

$ 59

Toric Lens for
astigmatism

$ 99

Polycon II gas
permeable lens

$129

Price listed is for one pair.

CIZ1)CZD

452-2421
free pregnancy test

NEW

$199

We provide the finest quality
eyewear, and excellent service,
at reasonable prices.
We also guarantee satisfaction,
because we know you'll be happy with our products. But if there
is a problem for any reason, let us
know within 60 days. We'll provide a replacement or refund.
Eye examination available

1 by a registered Doctor of Optometry

LEE OPTICAL

WINONA MALL
THE

free confidential help

I

Conventional
hard lens

Bausch & Lomb
bifocal lens

There is a friend who cares.

irthright

The extended wear contact developed for maximum comfort
and outstanding durability. Easy
to insert and remove, and easy to
care for.

$99
a pair

riumo€R ONE VALUE Ill ENEWEAR SINCE 1941

Formerly

KING
OPTICAL
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FOLK • BIG BAND • IMPORTS • EXERCISE
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Original Concert T-Shirts & Jerseys

POOH
LhAll
musk

HOURS:
Weekdays
10-9
Sat. 10-5
Sun.
Noon-5

TDK
VIDEO 120's - $ 999
MAXELL
UPDXLII C-90's - $350

* * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * *
IN THE NEW WINONA MALL

